(F)XX-R KIL Trim

814KIL-IC and 814KIL Trim, Metal Door, LHR Shown, RHR Opposite

For Backset, Refer to Device Template

RIM DEVICE APPLICATION SHOWN

Trim side of door

Device side of door

FINISHED

DEVICE

CLVERTICAL CLVERTICAL

1 ³⁄₄" (44 mm)
1⁄₂" (13 mm)
(2 holes)

2 ¹⁄₈" (54 mm)
Dia.
Through

7⁄₈" (197 mm)

1¹⁄₄" (32 mm) Deep

1 ³⁄₈" (35 mm)

1 ⁷⁄₈" (98 mm)

1 ⁹⁄₁₆" (40 mm)

2 ³⁄₄" (70 mm)

2 ³⁄₄" (197 mm)

1 ⁷⁄₃₂" (31 mm) Dia.

1" (25 mm)

1 ⁷⁄₈" (31 mm) Dia.

1⁄₄" (3 mm) Deep
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